What partnerships might you
create with local employment
support services?

I feel like that help, and all this
put together has been really great
for my benefit, and I’m looking
forward to my life, so yeah, it’s been
really helpful.
This action research showed that
the employment services involved
(Jobs Victoria Colac, Whittington
Works Alliance, Whitelion and
Northern Futures) had been the
positive difference for all the job
seekers involved.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
Possible other actions to consider:
•	What steps could you take to
remove barriers for job seekers
from GROW target communities?
	E.g. provide accessible application
processes and flexible criteria.
•	How could your staff be engaged
to support new employees within
the workplace?
	E.g. mentoring, buddies and
supervisor training.
•	Could you consider creating
targeted opportunities?

Contact GROW for details about
Jobs Victoria and local employment
services, as well as other partners
and opportunities.
Liz Everist,
GROW Engagement Officer
liz@givewhereyoulive.com.au
03 5229 4364

You’ve got to have
good work to have
a good life.

Voices of GROW –
what job seekers are telling us

grow.g21.com.au
With special thanks to the job seekers
who willingly shared their stories and
experiences within this research.
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HOW CAN YOU BE PART
OF THE CHANGE?

	E.g. job carving, work experience
or placements and volunteering.

GROW is a joint initiative of Give
Where You Live Foundation and
G21 - Geelong Region Alliance.

Give Where You Live Foundation acknowledges key
GROW funding partner Victorian State Government.

grow.g21.com.au

WHAT JOB SEEKERS
TOLD US ABOUT FINDING
AND KEEPING JOBS
GROW asked long-term job seekers
from Norlane, Corio, Whittington
and Colac to participate within
‘action research’ – to help write
and then respond to key research
questions. Fifteen participants
were interviewed from four Jobs
Victoria programs (Jobs Victoria
Colac, Whittington Works Alliance,
Whitelion and Northern Futures.)
UNEMPLOYMENT RATES are as
HIGH AS 25% in some pockets within
the G21 region
(ABS Census 2016)

The aim of this research was to
hear directly from those who have
experienced barriers and use these
findings to influence the way that
employers and employment services
support job seekers in our region.
These are some of the key findings
from the action research:

GETTING THERE

APPLYING FOR JOBS

NOT GETTING A CHANCE

FEELING ALONE

You don’t even get an interview if
you don’t write on the form you have
a licence.

I have trouble
downloading documents
as I only have a phone.

Many jobs today seem to require a
driver’s licence, even if driving is not
a requirement of the job.

Applying for jobs online
is an increasing trend, but
one which can be difficult without
good computer skills or computers
with internet access.

Just give them a crack. You can’t
judge a book by it’s cover. You never
know until you put them to work, so
just give them a full crack mate!

It’s been depressing. I was
homeless because I didn’t have a
job, and I couldn’t afford to get
a house.

All the job seekers mentioned bias as
a barrier, because of their postcode,
family name or reputation, cultural
diversity or age.

Loss of self-esteem and of social
networks makes it harder to
keep looking for work, leading to
depression and lack of motivation.
Being out of the loop makes it
harder to hear about possible
new work opportunities, and the
cycle continues.

Trust that I’ll get to work and
don’t worry about how I’ll get there,
because I always have.
In some areas, the lack of public
transport prevented job seekers
from being able to travel to work,
but in some cases, it was the
requirement for the driver’s licence
which was the real barrier. The job
seekers talked about how hard
it is getting the number of hours
required as learner driver, the high
cost of maintaining a car, and some
described their reluctance to drive
because of safety concerns.
Up to 26% of households have
NO ACCESS TO A CAR in some areas
in Geelong
(ABS Census 2016)

In some areas within the G21 region
only 43.6% of households have
INTERNET ACCESS
(ABS Census 2016)

Using a library computer can be very
difficult with young children in tow.
Selection criteria was often found to
be confusing and hard to understand:

Some of (the questions) don’t
make sense at all!
Also frustrating was the fact that
employers seldom provide feedback
about an application, so job seekers
don’t find out how to improve or
change. Feedback would:

help you to know where you
maybe went a little bit wrong… and
I can work on it.

For employers, this may be
subconscious or very deliberate –
some job seekers felt that employers
would only accept specific types of
job seekers, such as those within a
certain age range, or belonging to
families of existing employees.

The perception is because of our
colour and that’s maybe why I don’t
see any brown or black working in
those areas.
Being a mature-age job seeker was
a definite barrier, but in addition,
the young adult job seekers felt that
being over 20 years was considered
too old:

I know it’s about my age… X
applied at the same time at the same
store and she ended up getting the
job, and she’s only 15.

People forget you exist.
At this critical stage of a young
person’s life and career, failure
to find a job can have SERIOUS
IMPLICATIONS on their self-esteem
and general mental health. It is not
a coincidence that stress, anxiety,
depression and even panic attacks
have sky rocketed in incidence over
the past five years among 18-24 year
olds AS UNEMPLOYMENT RISES.
(Roy Morgan Research, 2017)

FITTING IN
GOOD RELATIONSHIPS with
employees and JOB SATISFACTION
are the top two drivers of employee
retention with 44% and 35%
respectively.
(AHRI, 2015)

The ability to stay in a job is
impacted by the culture of the
workplace, and the ability of the job
seeker to navigate and negotiate
their place at work.
Some of the workplace environments
are challenging. One mature aged
job seeker felt he did not have
recognition for his former career
and felt ‘worthless’. Another
felt excluded as he chose not to
join a drinking culture with work
colleagues. Some job seekers noted
a lack of support as they transition
into a new position, and bullying is
also an issue.

They speak to me like I’m dumb.
They yell…

